In this paper, we cast the scribbled-based interactive image segmentation as a semi-supervised learning problem. Our novel approach alleviates the need to solve an expensive generalized eigenvector problem by approximating the eigenvectors using a more efficiently computed eigenfunctions. The smoothness operator defined on feature densities at the limit n → ∞ recovers the exact eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian, where n is the number of nodes in the graph.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is an important problem in computer vision, and it is usually an intermediate step in image processing. Image segmentation divides an image into a small set of meaningful segments, which simplify any further analysis. Due to the variety of image segmentation applications and the specialized requirements for each application, segmentation literature witnesses advances on how to approach such problem. Some of these approaches are normalizedcut [1] , mean-shift [2] , Graph-cut [3] , etc. Each method has pros and cons in terms of the result's quality, processing time, and userspecified parameters. Due to the difficulty of fully automatic image segmentation, user-interactive segmentation is usually introduced to relax the segmentation problem for certain applications.
In interactive image segmentation, users guide the segmentation process by providing annotations. User-specific annotations can take various forms, like bounding box, sloppy contour, and scribbles. Although, scribbles are often favored due to their ease of use in terms of time and effort, scribbles generally provide less information than that provided by bounding box or sloppy contour. There is always a compromise between the choice of annotation type in terms of speed and time and its effect on the segmentation process in terms of quality and accuracy. A recent study [4] presents common annotation forms comparing the tradeoffs and advantages of each form.
Scribble segmentation methods can be categorized into two main categories: region growing-based methods and graph-based methods. In region growing methods, an iterative approach is employed to label unlabeled pixels near the labeled ones. This iterative process ends when all pixels are labeled as either foreground or background pixels. Known examples for the region growing methods includes Maximal Similarity based Region Merging (MSRM) [5] and Seeded region growing [6] . However, region growing methods encounter some drawbacks. For example, they don't have a clear cost function. They also suffer when the foreground or background regions are not connected and require extra user annotation to overcome such limitation. Being iterative is yet another computational limitation for these methods, but using super-pixels is a typical workaround for these limitations.
On the other hand, graph-based methods like Normalized Cuts [1] and Boykov Jolly [3] have clear cost function; they don't suffer the unconnected regions problem, but they are computationally expensive. Fortunately, fast implementations of polynomial graph cut algorithms are available, like max-flow [7] , push-relabel [8] , and eigenvector approximation for graph Laplacian [1] .
In this paper, we introduce a novel scribble-based interactive image segmentation algorithm. In our algorithm we propose to calculate eigenfunctions to approximate Laplacian eigenvectors. Such trick reduces the space and time, needed to build and solve the graphbased labeling process considerably, from minutes to seconds. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to solve the scribble-based segmentation problem using efficiently computed eigenfunctions.
Our formulation brings three key contributions for the problem: 1) Scalability: The exact eigenvectors computation of graph Laplacian is space and time consuming. So we propose to compute the eigenfunctions and interpolate them to obtain the eigenvectors. This drastically reduces the time needed to a real time performance. 2) Accuracy: Seeded Laplacian (SL) achieves highly competitive results against state-of-the-art interactive image segmentation methods. It can be submerged with more sophisticated algorithms as well.
3) Flexibility to feature type: Seeded Laplacian supports different pixel features like spatial information, different color spaces, depth, texture, and spatial gradients.
In Figure 1 , we overview our approach. We show that even with moderate Gaussian noise, the eigenfunction calculation is robust enough to produce the correct segmentation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the Seeded Laplacian approach in details. In section 4 we demonstrate our experiments and compare Seeded Laplacian results with other segmentation frameworks. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions and potential future work.
SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING
In our approach, we cast the interactive image segmentation problem as a semi-supervised learning problem. Following the notations of Zhu et al [9] , the user provides labeled points (pixels in our case) of input-output pairs (X l , Y l ) = {(x1, y1), ..., (x l , y l )} and unlabeled pixels Xu = {x l+1 , ..., xn}. In our problem, Y l ∈ {B, F }, where B denotes a background label while F denotes a foreground label. A very common approach in semi-supervised learning is to use a graph-based algorithm. In graph-based methods , a graph G = (V, E) is constructed where the vertices V are the pixels x1, ..., xn , and the edges E are represented by an n × n matrix W . Entry Wij is the edge weight between pixels xi, xj and a common practice is to set Wij = exp(− xi − xj 2 /2 2 ). Let D be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are given by Dii = j Wij , the combinatorial graph Laplacian is defined as L = D − W , which is also called the un-normalized Laplacian. A common objective function will have the following form:
The first term in eq. 1 controls the smoothness of the labeling process. This would ensure the estimated labels f i s will not change too much for nearby features in the feature space. The second term penalizes the disagreement between the estimated labels f i s and the original labels y i s that are given to the algorithm.
Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements Λii = λ if i is a labeled pixel and Λii = 0 for unlabeled pixels. The minimizer of eq. 1 is the solution of (L + Λ)f = Λy. To reduce the complexity of the problem, we choose to work with a small number of eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues as suggested by [10, 9, 11] .
As noted by [14] , eq. 1 can be further simplified to the following form.
where α are the eigenvalues, U is a matrix of the eigenvectors interpolated from eigenfunctions computed by eq. 4, and Σ = U T LU . Different from the implementation of [14] , our implementation approach is to reduce the computational cost of ΛU multiplication operation by a simple scalar multiplications. We define U labeled as a sub-matrix of U containing the rows corresponding to the labeled pixels. Then, U labeled is multiplied by λ scalar value as λU labeled . A new Zero matrix of size(ΛU ) is constructed and the result of λU labeled is inserted into the Zero matrix. Similar approach is applied to reduce the Λy computational cost.
Eigenfunction Approach
Like [12, 13, 14] 
Where, W (x1, x2) = exp( x1 − x2 2 /2 2 ). According to [14] , under suitable convergence conditions the eigenfunctions of the smoothness operator Lp(F ) can be seen as the limit of the eigenvectors for the graph Laplacian L as the number of points goes to infinity.
The eigenfunction calculation can be solved analytically for certain distributions. A numerical solution can be obtained by discretizing the density. Let g be the eigenfunction values at a set of discrete points, then g satisfies:
where σ is the eigenvalue corresponding the the eigenfunction g, W is the affinity between the discrete points, P is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements give the density at the discrete points, andD is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the sum of the columns of PW P ,D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the sum of the columns of PW . For every eigenfunction calculated, an 1D interpolation will be done at the labeled points x l . The solution for eq 4 will be a generalized eigenvector problem of size b × b, where b is the number of discrete points of the density. Since b << n,there is no need to construct the graph laplacian matrix L or to solve for a more expensive generalized eigenvector problem.
In image segmentation problem, the size of image can grow high, while the complexity of solving b × b system stays unaffected. Another interesting point is that the growth of image size will not affect the quality of the eigenfunction. On the other hand as n → ∞ the eigenfunction will approximate better the generalized eigenvector solution of L.
As noted by [14] , eigenfunction solution will exactly recover the eigenvector solution of the graph laplacian L if the feature dimensions are independent. To have independent components we rotate the data using principal component analysis (PCA) [15] .
APPROACH
In this section we provide details for the features used in our approach as well as the algorithmic details of the Seeded Laplacian algorithm.
Feature Types 1)Color Features:
It is a common practice to use the color of the pixels to represent the appearance. We use RGB and Lab color spaces to represent every pixel by a six elements vector.
2)Spatial Features: Neighboring pixels should not change their label abruptly. Thus, penalizing the label change by the spatial distance is important. We use a Gaussian decaying function for that purpose.
3)Contour Features:
We use the intervening contour idea of [16] . Intervening contour usage appeared to be very useful in interactive image segmentation. It provides a vehicle to separate neighboring pixels having similar color intensities if a boundary exists between them.
Spatial features and contour features are computed around certain points. Thus, to augment the feature types mentioned earlier, we sample uniformly the foreground and background scribbles for a representative set of pivots. We use k1 and k2 samples from foreground and background scribbles, respectively. We compute feature vectors by measuring the pixel-pivot affinity. We base pixel-pivot affinity on a number of pixels' features: (1) RGB; (2)Lab color; (3) spatial proximity; and (4) intervening contour.
Feature augmentation: We employed two ways to augment the pixel-pivot affinities.
Feature concatenation. For every pixel, we compute a color affinity to the pivots, and do the same for the spatial proximity and the intervening contour affinity. This will end up with a vector of size 3 * (k1 + k2) for every pixel.
Feature multiplication. Instead of concatenating the color, spatial, and intervening contour affinities, we multiply them together. The multiplication result affinities are concatenated with the original color features for the pixel. This will result in a compact vector of size k1 + k2 + 6 for every pixel. [17] has shown that product kernels tend to produce better results for kernel combination in recognition problems. Both ways are used in the experimental evaluation, with better results for the multiplication affinity approach.
Algorithm
We summarize the algorithm in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Seeded Laplacian (SL)
Data: (X l , Y l )for scribbled annotation, k1andk2 are numbers of the fg and bg pivots, m the number of eigenfunctions Result: Binary classification for all pixels in the image 1-Feature extraction a-Sample k1 fg pivots and k2 bg pivots. b-Compute pixel to pivot affinities (color, spatial and intervening contour). c-Augment RGB and Lab pixel features with pixel to pivot affinities using concatenation or product. Eig. vector Eig. fuction [14] Our Eig function opt 
2-Eigenfunction

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Time Complexity Analysis
We present a brief time complexity analysis in Figure 2 . We sample points from two Gaussian distributions and solve for the semisupervised classification. We vary the number of samples and check the time needed to compute the eigenfunction solution of eq. 4 versus the eigenvector solution of eq. 1. We implemented our optimized code for the eigenfunction solution and we called it eigenfunction optimized.
Comparative Evaluation
Dataset: The Geodesic Star-Dataset [18] is a recent scribble-based interactive image segmentation dataset. The dataset consists of 151 images: 49 images taken from the GrabCut dataset [19] , 99 from the PASCAL VOC dataset [20] , and 3 images from the Alpha matting dataset [21] . For every image, the dataset simulates a user input in the form of an image containing four user scribbles. These four fixed scribbles are divided into one foreground and three background scribbles.
We extended the dataset in order to simulate a user input of one or two background scribbles only, to measure performance degradation in terms of accuracy with various background scribble inputs, as shown Figure3. Evaluation Measures:In our experiments, the Jaccard Index (a.k.a. overlap score) and F-score are used to measure the accuracy of different segmentation algorithms. Jaccard Index is a measure used to evaluate segmentation quality in the VOC segmentation challenge [20] . Quantitative Evaluation: We quantitatively compare our proposed method with multiple algorithms, including BJ, PP, SP-IG, SP-LIG, and SP-SIG [3] [22] [18] which gives best performance on scribble segmentation reported by [18] . GSCseq and ESC are demonstrated as the state-of-the-art [18] . In all experiments, we set number of Table 1 : Comparative Evaluation Experiment. The performance of various scribbled segmentation algorithms are compared using same Geodesic Star-Dataset input annotations. In such experiment, each algorithm is presented by an annotation image which contain one label as foreground and three other labels as background.
The evaluation measures in terms of Jaccard Index and F-score is presented in Table 1 . Our quantitative experiment confirms multiple factors.
1)The stability of our approach, where we see that the standard deviation in the Jaccard index is 18%. That is very close to both SP-SIG (17%) and SP-IG (16%). Other methods, like GSC and ESC, presented as state-of-the-art in [18] , suffer standard deviation higher than 24%.
2) The robustness against fewer scribbles is illustrated in Figure 3 . It is remarkable that SP-SIG performance decreased to 33% when the user provided annotation has only one background label as shown in Figure 3 . While SP-IG was not able to calculate a solution at all 1 .
3) Our algorithm produces accurate segmentation; our F-score is better when compared to other counterparts.
4) The feature types presented in section 3 are well-used by our algorithm. Our results show the multiplication affinity approach produced better results. We also note that concatenated features comes second in Table 1 . Qualitative Evaluation: In Figure 4 we show our results against the SP-SIG which comes next to SL in the comparative evaluation 1 We use the original codes by the authors of [18] experiment. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel scribble-based interactive image segmentation approach. Interactive image segmentation problem was cast as a graph-based semi-supervised learning problem. We relaxed the need to work on the exact graph by means of eigenfunctions. The results in the previous section provide quantitative and qualitative evidence for the competitiveness of the algorithm against state-of-the-art algorithms. Spatial features and intervening contours integration appeared to be a worthy addition in our experiments.
